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Have any dream structure in mind? 3D Rendering is the process which could help you replicate that
imaginary structure on TV or PC before the actual construction starts. Earlier, the ideas were figured
out on paper but now the scenario has changed with the advancement in technology and today
designers do not rely upon paper work. Everything appearing in 3D rendering needs to be created
on PC before it can be rendered but softwareâ€™s such as AutoCAD have made this task really easy.

3D Rendering helps in creating visually enhanced images. With the help of 3D Rendering we can
include colors, lightings, textures and different effects like light refraction, etc and thus making the
images photorealistic. Various softwareâ€™s are available for implementing 3D Rendering like Revit,
3Ds Max coupled with plugins like V-Ray, Mental Ray, etc. Interior and Exterior Images, Product,
Landscape, etc can be rendered .There are several kinds of 3D Rendering techniques such as
polygon, ray tracing, scan line, etc.

The 3D Rendering services includes very efficient tools which are needed in designing. 3D
Renderings services being user-friendly and producing precise results reduces costs. 3D Rendering
services can be used in:

1. 3D Architectural Rendering

2. 3D Product Rendering

3. 3D Animation and Walkthrough

4. 3D Photomontage

3D Architectural Rendering:

Architectural Rendering is used for Interior Rendering, Exterior Rendering, Interactive Rendering
and Floor Plan, etc.

3D Product Rendering:

Using 3D Product Rendering Digital Format of Product can be created thus improving the
presentation of the product to the clients.

3D Animation and Walkthrough:

For an average person, it is very tough to visualize a two dimensional drawing in a 3D form. Using
3D Animation and Walkthrough we can get complete real time outline of the design in the form of
video. This technique is very easy to use and one of the best way to present your design.

3D Photomontage:

Photomontage is the technique of merging photographs by cutting and blending multiple
photographs. Photomontage is a process in which photographs of an existing scene is altered by
embedding other images to help enhance visualization of the image of the digital structure.
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Advantages of 3D Rendering services are:

1. Easy Implementation

2. Precise Result

3. Effective Presentation

4. Error free models

5. Reduced overall time

6. Visually Enhanced images

7. Reduced Cost

In near history, 3D rendering in the Architectural industry have developed a lot. It has become a
very important tool in architecture industry. 3D Rendering services helps companies to make their
customer or end-user to visualize their dream structure in a realistic way. It also aid Companies to
present their products and services and thus, helps in effective marketing.
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